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On this note. This note collects ideas and an attempt for modelling of concurrent programs starting
from Event-B and incorporating concepts for dealing with structure (in the form of proof outlines) and with
composition (in the form of rely-guarantee). This work is ongoing and unfinished. The purpose of this note
is stock keeping. Some of the better ideas were born while working on this and some of the bad ideas
would disappear without trace. And this would be a shame because the motivation for the next steps
comes directly from the failures of the current state of affairs. This note mostly serves for future reference
and does not provide a solution to the stated modelling problem. The following paragraph describes the
main ideas behind the work relevant for this note.

Abstract. Based on methods for program verification by refinement such as the B-Method or VDM we
propose an approach for verifying programs composed of sequential and concurrent parts. Similar to the
approach to modelling and proving taken in Event-B we focus on the support for incremental development
and ease of proof. We achieve this by following the style of proof obligations used in Event-B. Mixing
sequentiality and concurrency requires some structuring in the modelling notation. The main challenge of
our approach is permitting such structuring while keeping proof as easy as possible. To achieve this we
pragmatic with respect to the proof techniques employed borrowing from Hoare-style program verification
and rely-guarantee reasoning. The approach is suitable for reasoning about abstract models of programs
where refinement is used for structuring a complex proof. It does not describe a development method by
step-wise refinement but an approach to fill in gaps in a complex proof. Refinement is used to produce
proofs comparable to those obtained by Hoare-style verification but with flexibility obtained by refinement
techniques.

Notation. Having carried out the experiment on the method and notation, we find that outlines seem to
be an efficient tool for the purpose. In particular, the “dot-notation” are not appropriate for the propoesed
reasoning. It is redundant and difficult to read. The intention was to render the underlying method more
visible, the opposite of what has been achieved. Similarly, the indication of the refinement relationships
for commands in the proof outlines in the form “C\A” with abstract command A and concrete command
C id difficult to read and it limits the kinds of refinement relationships that can be specified. This has lead
to the requirement that some commands must be refined by skip which is very artifical and difficult to
motivate. Protocols are too restricting. We need a more “loose” method for dealing with this. Specifying
pairs of places and sets of commands may work. These also make immediately sense “locally” in proof
outlines not considering composition. In earlier version we used places with tolerances. This turned
out to complicate composition and introduce unnecessary choices during modelling and proof that would
not contribute to the actual correctness proof. The attachment to commands removed this problem. In
a discussion with Cliff Jones (using rely-guarantee terminology) prior to writing this he pointed out that
preferred to attach such a concept to commands. In the end we followed his advice. Finally, in the note
we use predicative notation to express proof obligations requiring renaming and some side-conditions on
variable naming. This complicates the presentation and mixes syntactic problems with methodological
ones. Since this was written we have used set-theory and treated syntax apart. This leads to much more
readable and concise formulas and makes the presentation insensitive to naming issues. The program
notation is not suitable for modelling but was considered appropiate for the proposed refinement method.
It was an attempt to preserve some of the usual constructs. The concrete syntax has evolved from an
earlier version publishes ABZ 2010. Even if the usual syntax would be introduced the mismatch between
notation and method would remain. Effectively, we have two if-statements, one by itself and one to occur
just after a loop. All in all, it is too complicated to use.
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Concept naming. Not too much attention should be paid to the naming of the concepts. The main
reason for the unusual names was an attempt not to be limited in the investigation by simply importing
known concepts. We tried to formulate them by need. In this way rely-guarantee conditions appeared
“naturally”. They were not part of the original method.

1 Introduction

In [10] we have discussed the strengths and weaknesses of use of Event-B for program verification.
This article presents results on methodological work on developing a verification method for programs
that contain both sequential and concurrent parts. Originally this work started with Event-B and basic
approaches to structuring such as [9] or UML-B [11]. The intention is to preserve positive aspects of
the Event-B method for proving correctness. It turns out that a promising direction is combine Event-B
style verification with rely-guarantee [12, 14] thinking. For the purpose of this article we will distinguish to
approaches to verification: Hoare-style specification (e.g. [17]) uses a proof system directly applied to the
program and refinement [16] uses a series of abstractions of the program.

We can characterise the concept of refinement by describing what kind of contributions it can make to
a program development method. In this sense refinement provides a technique for

(i) verifying program correctness,
(ii) keeping the proof effort as low as possible,
(iii) abstracting from implementation details,
(iv) preserving correctness from an abstract model to concrete models,
(v) explaining complex models,
(vi) structuring a complex proof.
Any particular development method emphasises some techniques more than others. A very strong form
of (iv) is the approach of correctness preserving transformations where a consistent abstract models are
refinement by consistent concrete models. Requiring certain consistency properties in abstract models
may counteract economical proof (ii). For instance, proving that an abstract model is implementable repli-
cates the refinement proof that provides an implementation. Nonetheless, refinement is well-suited for
keeping proof effort low because properties of abstract models remain valid in concrete models. However,
it matters what kinds of properties are proved in abstract models for realising this. Such considerations
do not have any effect on the correctness or completeness of the method but on its practicality. Overem-
phasising (iii) may counteract (i) by admitting only such programs that permit the suitable abstractions.
Our emphasis is on (i) and (ii). We admit formal models that lack properties that can be established by
refinement. Implementability [13], also called feasibility in B [1] and Event-B [2] is such a property, for in-
stance. Failure to find an implementation that has all required properties indicates that an abstract model
may not have them either. We take abstraction to mean less detailed and more nondeterministic. We
also think that a model should explain the object being modelled. This means that we require an informal
interpretation of formal models that permits casting explanations in simple terms. In order to be suitable
for structuring complex proofs, flexibility with respect to the choice of refinement steps is needed.

2 Similarities of specification and refinement

In specification correctness is verified by means of proof systems based on the structure of a modelling
notation. Proof outlines are such a notation that comes with dedicated proof systems for program correct-
ness. In refinement correctness is verified by showing that a series of abstractions can be brought into the
form of the program to be verified. The proof processes associated with specification and refinement are
very similar. Only the direction of the proofs is inverted. Specification proofs are carried out “bottom-up”
whereas refinement proofs are carried out “top-down”. We illustrate by means of the program r1 ; r2 and
its proof outline

{ϕ0 } r1 ; {ϕ1 } r2 {ϕ2 }.
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Fig. 1 shows a specification proof verifying that the program r1 ; r2 is correct with respect to precon-
dition ϕ0 and postcondition ϕ2. The proof begins verifying the subprograms r1 and r2 and concludes the
correctness of the composed program r1 ; r2.

{ϕ0 } r1 ; {ϕ1 } r2 {ϕ2 }

{ϕ1 } r2 {ϕ2 }{ϕ0 } r1 {ϕ1 }

Figure 1: A specification proof for verifying the correctness the program r1 ; r2

Fig. 2 shows corresponding the refinement proof. In order to use refinement, first an abstraction R
of the program r1 ; r2 with respect to precondition ϕ0 and postcondition ϕ2 has to be found. In the next
step it is proved that r0 can be obtained by combining r1 and r2. In a refinement proof the formula

{ϕ0 } r0 {ϕ2 }

{ϕ0 } r1 ; {ϕ1 } r2 {ϕ2 }

{ϕ0 } r1 {ϕ1 } {ϕ1 } r2 {ϕ2 }

Figure 2: A refinement proof for the correctness the program r1 ; r2

{ϕ0 } r1 ; {ϕ1 } r2 {ϕ2 } is specified to refine the formula {ϕ0 } r0 {ϕ2 } which is proved in terms of r1 and
r2 similarly to the specification proof.

Although the similarity between specification and refinement is well known it is not well exploited in
practical verification methods. B [1] enforces refinement of operation bodies as a whole where the bod-
ies are specifications. The known problem with this approach is that proof obligations used to verify
refinements are very difficult to master. In Event-B [2] this problem has been addressed by removing
specifications from the method. VDM [15] supports refinement and operation decomposition, a specifica-
tion technique for operation bodies based on Hoare rules similar to proof outlines. The ASM refinement
[6, 7, 18] method allows also arbitrary programs as abstractions. This gives a very expressive notion
of refinement but the proofs easily get difficult just as in operation refinement in B. The proof method
associated with ASM is defined in an abstract algebraic fashion. It emphasis what has to be proved in
terms of execution traces but does not specify how.

In the following sections we discuss a practical verification approach that combines specification and
refinement in method for verifying programs consisting of sequential and concurrent behaviour. The
approach is pragmatic in that specification and refinement used whenever it appears to keep formal
proofs easier. The approach is more flexible than that of B or VDM but not as expressive as that of ASM.
We gain some expressiveness over B and VDM by adopting concepts of rely-guarantee thinking [14] and
of anticipation [3]. As opposed to ASM we do not expect refinement to reflect design decisions but only
consider them as parts of complex proofs.

3 Elements of observation

As can be seen particularly well in the definition of ASM refinement it is crucial to determine what can
be observed and when. We allow observation of programs from two distinct perspectives. From the
sequential perspective any transition a program makes is observable. From the concurrent perspective
only atomic transitions are observable. All other compound transition are not concurrently observable.
Concurrently they appear as stuttering. States are generally observable within a certain tolerance. Tol-
erance makes observations potentially imprecise. A further source of imprecision is interference. The
cause of tolerance is the program itself whereas interference may be caused by any program that could
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Figure 3: Observation perspectives of a compound transition c and an atomic transition a

be composed in parallel. Both are described by transitions. Interference is atomic because only atomic
transitions of parallel programs are observable. Compound transitions are associated with envelopes that
delimit the atomic transitions from which they may be composed. That is, instead of the compound tran-
sition sequences of atomic transitions taken from the envelope are observable. An envelope delimits the
possible implementations of a compound transitions. Transitions are described by means of commands
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Figure 4: Concurrent observation of the envelope of a compound transition c

and states by means of places. They are discussed in the following Sections 3.1 and 3.2. More complex
behaviour is expressed by means of machines. Machines are composed of places and commands. Ma-
chines are defined in terms of sequential machines and parallel machines. The two kind of machines are
discussed in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.

3.1 Commands

Simple commands r are composed of a guard and an action and have the following shape,

any pr (guard parameters)
when gr (guard condition)
some qr (action parameters)
where hr (action condition)
do vr := er (action statement)

The guard condition gr constrains the states in which a command may occur. The action condition hr
constrains the successor states determined by an action statement vr := er where vr are variables. We
often need to refer to the conjunction of guard and action condition; we let cr ≡ gr ∧ hr . Nondeterministic
guards can be specified by means of guard parameters pr and nondeterministic actions be means of
action parameters qr which must be distinct. Furthermore, parameters must be distinct from variables.
Variables occurring free in a command are restricted by the alphabet of that command. An alphabet is
a set of variables with associated types. Compound commands are decorated with a preceding “���” to
distinguish them from atomic commands that are decorated with a preceding “�”. By skip we denote the
command “when true” that is always enabled and does not change the state. Other common shapes are
naked guards “when gr ” or naked actions “do vr := er ”. Undecorated simple commands can be either
compound or atomic. Simple command r is named rn using the notation r , rn. A complex command
is a pair R • r where R is a set of simple commands and r is a simple command.
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3.2 Places

A place @ a is a named assertion a. Assertions are first-order predicates. The tolerance T is a set of
commands. Similarly to commands, assertions have alphabets. Because all variables are typed we can
take the customary view that assertions describe sets of states. A state assigns a value to each variable
of an alphabet A. By free(a) we denote the set of free variables occurring in assertion a. Place @ a is
named ϕ using the notation ϕ , @ a. Places ϕ occur in machines where they are referenced by {ϕ }. In
logical formulas involving places we use @ϕ to refer to assertion a.

3.3 Machines

A basic machine is of one of the following shapes1:
(i) P R • r Q (operation)
(ii) P R • r M (sequential composition)
(iii) P ([]mi=1 Ri • ri Mi) (choice)
(iv) P ([]mi=1 Ri • ri P ) ∗ ([]ni=1 Si • si Ni) (iteration)
(v) ‖ni=1 Oi (parallel composition)

where P and Q are places, r, r1, . . . , rm, s1, . . . , sn are commands, R, R1, . . . , Rm, S1, . . . , Sn are sets
of commands, M , M1, . . . , Mm, N1, . . . , Nn are basic machines or places, and O1, . . . , On are basic
operations. Basic machines are used in step-wise machine refinement to introduce the corresponding
control structures. Basic machines of the shapes (i) to (iv) are called sequential machines and basic
machines of the shape (v) are called parallel machines. All places of a sequential machine have the same
alphabet. Complex machines are constructed from basic machines by replacing (some) commands by
machines or complex machines. They are the result of machine refinement. A machine, basic or complex,
is called simple if all its commands are simple.

Machines are composed from operations in the following way. In the following let X, X1, . . . , Xm, Y1,
. . . , Yn be commands or machines. All operations P X Q are machines. If P X Q is an operation and
M a machine, then P X M is a machine. If P X1 M1, . . ., P Xm Mm are machines, then P ([]mi=1 Xi Mi)
is a machine. If P X1 P , . . ., P Xm P are operations and If P Y1 N1, . . ., P Yn Nn are machines, then
P ([]mi=1 Xi P ) ∗ ([]ni=1 Yi Ni) is a machine. Finally, if O1, . . . , On are operations, then ‖ni=1 Oi is a
machine. We define the (basic) operations of a machine M to be those (basic) operations from which it
is composed.

We define initial and final places of machines inductively on machines. The initial place of P X Q,
P X M , P ([]mi=1 Xi Mi) and P ([]mi=1 Xi P ) ∗ ([]ni=1 Yi Ni) is P . The initial places of ‖ni=1 Oi are the
initial places of the operations Oi. The final place of P X Q is Q. The final places of P X M are the final
places of M . The final places of P ([]mi=1 Xi Mi) are the final places of the machines Mi. The final places
of P ([]mi=1 Xi P ) ∗ ([]ni=1 Yi Ni) are the final places of the machines Ni. The final places of ‖ni=1 Oi are
the final places of the operations Oi.

Remark. The first component []mi=1 Xi P of an iteration (iv) repeats place P , the loop invariant. Usually,
we write iterations in the form of a choice P ([]m+n

i=1 Zi Li) where for i ∈ 1, . . . ,m we have Li ≡ Xi ∗ and
for i ∈ m+1, . . . ,m+n we have Li−m ≡ Yi Ni. This avoids repetition of the loop invariant P .

Remark. The names given to commands and assertions in a machine M are significant. They are used
to identify “locations” in the machine M . Commands r occurring in operations P r Q of M and places of
M are only identifiable by their names. Names of commands belonging to the tolerance of some place
of M only need to be identifiable within the tolerance. We do not require that all entities occurring in a
machine be identifiable but only those that need identification.

3.4 Protocols

Each machine M is associated with a protocol § a • T ◦ I where a is an assertion, T is the tolerance of
the protocol and I its interference. Tolerance and interference are sets of simple commands. Protocols

1We use []
m
i=1 Ki as an abbreviation of K1 [] . . . [] Km and ‖ni=1 Li as an abbreviation of L1 ‖ . . . ‖ Ln.
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§ a • T ◦ I are named by writing ϕ , § a • T ◦ I. Protocols of the shape § a • T with empty interference
are also called envelopes. When dealing with logical formulas we write @ϕ to refer to the assertion of
protocol ϕ.

Remark. In the rely-guarantee approach [14] to verifying concurrent programs tolerance would be called
a guarantee condition and interference a rely condition. In our approach tolerance is associated with
commands (and indirectly places) and interference with machines. We also have a more dynamic under-
standing of the two concepts so that using the term “condition” appears less appropriate.

4 Verification

Most of what we want to say about programs can be stated in terms of commands and assertions. We do
not use special notation for variables modelling the pre or post state similar to B, Event-B or Z. The syntax
of commands that we use permits us to state properties of commands by rewriting assertions. However,
in our approach maintaining alphabets during refinement is essential because variables are concurrently
observable and must not change. We deal with this by attaching a dash to variables repeated in concrete
machines; if x is the variable occurring in the abstract machine, then x′ is the variable occurring in the
concrete machine. Repeated variables are related by equality x = x′. For an alphabet A we denote by
IIA the conjunction of the equalities x = x′ for all x in the alphabet A. In the term β′A each variable x in β
is replaced by x′ if x is in the alphabet A and unchanged otherwise.

The other two concepts we need are variants and witnesses. They are introduced in the following
paragraphs describing properties of commands. In the following paragraphs let vr be the alphabet of
command r and vs be the alphabet of command s.

4.1 Consistency

The simple operation {ϕ } r {ψ } is called consistent if it satisfies cns(@ϕ, r,@ψ),

cns(a, r, b) ≡ a ∧ cr ⇒ b[vr := er].

That is, if assertion ϕ holds when command r occurs, then assertion ψ holds after r has occurred. A
complex operation {ϕ } R • r {ψ } is called consistent if {ϕ } r {ψ } is consistent and for all s ∈ R also
cns(@ϕ, s,@ϕ) holds.

Machine consistency. A machine M is called consistent if (1) all its basic operations {ϕ } R • r {ψ }
are consistent and (2) for all its complex operations {ϕ } X {ψ }, for all initial places {ϑ } of X the
implication @ϕ⇒ @ϑ holds; and if X is a parallel machine and {ϑ1 }, . . ., {ϑn } are the final places of X,
then @ϑ1 ∧ . . . ∧ @ϑn ⇒ @ψ, otherwise for each final place {ϑ } of X the implication @ϑ⇒ @ψ holds.

Protocol consistency. The protocol §ϕ • T ◦ I is called consistent if for each s ∈ T ∪ I, the simple
operation, {ϕ } s {ϕ } is consistent.

4.2 Feasibility

Atomic commands are not decomposed into smaller entities. Their feasibility is not established by im-
plementing them. Hence, feasibility needs to be established by other means. The simple operation
{ϕ } r {ψ } is called feasible if it satisfies fis(@ϕ, �r),

fis(a, �r) ≡ a ∧ gr ⇒ ∃ qr :: hr .

Given ϕ and the guard hold, the action condition must be satisfiable for some choice of action parameters.
Feasibility of atomic commands is proved late in a model with the assertions ϕ as strong as possible.
Feasibility of compound commands does not need to be proved. It is established by refinement.
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4.3 Simulation

Refinement is expressed in terms of simulation: abstract commands s simulate concrete commands r,

sim(a, r, s, b) ≡ a ∧ IID ∧ cr ∧ ur = er ⇒ ∃ us , ps , qs :: cs ∧ us = es ∧ (b ∧ IID)[vr ′D, vs := ur , us ]

where D = αr ∩ αs is the shared alphabet of the abstract and the concrete commands. We define: the
simple operation { η } r {ϑ } refines the simple operation {ϕ } s {ψ } if @η = a0 ∧ a with @ϕ ⇒ a0
and @ϑ = b0 ∧ b with @ψ ⇒ b0 for some assertions a and b and sim(@η, r, s, b). The two conditions
@ϕ ⇒ a0 and @ψ ⇒ b0 permit weakening assertions in refinements, thus, “forgetting” some properties
that have been established in abstractions. Note that “forgetting” is restricted by the conditions of machine
consistency. The definition of simulation is standard and appears, for instance, in similar form in the
specification of the Event-B proof obligations [8]. The two commands r and smust either both be atomic or
both be compound. In practice, simulation sim is difficult to handle. The concept of witness introduced in
Event-B is a great improvement in this respect [2, 10]: using a witness W , simulation can be decomposed
into the two formulas simW and conW , called witness simulation,

simW (a, r, s, b) ≡ a ∧ IID ∧ cr ∧ W ⇒ cs ∧ (b ∧ IID)[vr ′D, vs := er , es ]

and witness connection

conW (a, r, s) ≡ a ∧ cr ⇒ ∃ ps , qs :: W.

The references to the abstract and concrete post states ur and us have been eliminated by applying
twice the one-point rule. Often the assertion a can be formulated so that witness connection is easily
proved. The conclusion of witness simulation usually is a larger conjunction that can be proved conjunct
by conjunct. The conclusion of witness connection existentially quantifies over the abstract parameters
ps and qs , that is, abstract and concrete commands are related by connecting their parameters; and the
witness W describes the connection.

Envelope refinement. The place §ψ • R ◦ refines the place §ϕ • S ◦ if for each r ∈ R there is a
s ∈ S ∪ {skip} such that {ψ } r {ψ } refines {ϕ } s {ϕ }.

Operation refinement. The basic operation { η } R•r {ϑ } refines the basic operation {ϕ } S•s {ψ } if
(1) { η } r {ϑ } refines {ϕ } r {ψ } and (2) for each t ∈ R there is a u ∈ S ∪{skip} such that {ψ } t {ϑ }
refines {ϕ } u {ϕ }.

Protocol adherence. Machine M adheres to protocol §ϕ • T ◦ I if (1) for each place {ϕ } of M we
have ψ ⇒ ϕ and {ϕ } s {ϕ } is consistent for each s ∈ I, (2) each operation {ψ } R• r {ϑ } of M refines
{ϕ } T ∪ {���keep(ϕ)} • t {ϕ } for some t ∈ T ∪ {���keep(ϕ)}.
Remark. Machines occurring in parallel compositions within complex machines may adhere to stricter
protocols that enlarge the interference. By contrast, interference must not be reduced. For each place P
of M the interference is denoted by int(P ). The protocol of the machine determines the value of int(P )
for all its places.

Protocol refinement. The protocol §ψ • T ◦ I ∪ J refines the protocol §ϕ • S ◦ I if the envelope
§ψ • T ∪ J refines the envelope §ϕ • S.

4.4 Superposition

When protocols are composed in parallel they can be developed separately provided their respective
effects are taken into account. The tolerance of one protocol must match the interference of all other
protocols composed in parallel. This is achieved by superposing their (atomic) tolerance and interference.
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Superposition is a special form of refinement of where the shared alphabet is postulated to be the entire
abstract alphabet and the involved assertions are invariants of the concrete and abstract commands,
respectively: the simple operation {ϕ } �r {ϕ } is superposed by the simple operation {ψ } �s {ψ } if
sim(@ϕ∧@ψ, �r, �s, true) with D = α�s, denoted by sup(@ϕ, �r,@ψ, �s). Using a witness W this can be
decomposed into witness simulation and witness connection, where we restate witness simulation in the
form of supW (@ϕ, �r,@ψ, �s),

supW (a, �r, b, �s) ≡ a ∧ b ∧ IIA ∧ cr ∧ W ⇒ cs ∧ IIA[vr ′A, vs := er , es ]

with A = α�s.

Protocol superposition. The protocols Z1, . . . , Zn with Zk ≡ §ϕk • Tk ◦ Ik are superposable if for all
pairs i 6= j for each �ti in Ti there is a �tj in Ij such that, considered as simple operations, {ϕi } �ti {ϕi }
is superposed by {ϕj } �tj {ϕj } (with D = α�tj).

5 In the beginning

A formal model begins with the statement of a consistent operation {ϕ }R ���r {ψ }S and an associated
consistent protocol §ϑ • T ◦ I. We discuss verification of sequential and concurrent programs by means
of two simple examples. The only purpose of the examples is to explain the verification method. The
first example demonstrates the approach to verifying nested loops and the second the use of auxiliary
variables in verifying concurrent programs.

Example NL1. We specify the simple machine “fact” for computing the factorial function by

fact , { pr } ���fac { pr }

with protocol § pr • �tol where

���fac , do v := v!

pr , v ∈ N
�tol , some w where w ∈ N do v := w

The factorial v! is to be computed in-place. The tolerance of the protocol specifies that v may be changed
arbitrarily during the computation. The only interference permitted is �skip. This is a verification of an
ordinary sequential program. Thus, we expect that the verification is not complicated by the presence of
the concurrency constructs. Consistency of the protocol and the machine as well as protocol adherence
are easily verified.

Example AV1. The simple machine “mfoo” computes nondeterministically a value from the set {0, 1, 2}.

mfoo , { pp } ���foo { pp };

with protocol pt , § v ∈ N • �tol where �tol , some w where w ∈ N do v := w and

���foo , some w where w ∈ {0, 1, 2} do v := w

pp , @ v ∈ N

The tolerance of the protocol permits arbitrary assignment of a natural number to v. Similarly to example
NL1 only �skip is permitted as interference. This is a verification of a parallel program. Nontrivial inter-
ference occurs in its component programs to be specified later on. Consistency of the protocol and the
machine as well as protocol adherence are easily verified.
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6 Sequentiality

6.1 Separation

In general, compound commands can only refine compound commands and atomic commands can only
refine atomic commands. Separation permits to eliminate compound commands replacing it by two atomic
commands and an intermediate place. Once a compound command has been separated, refinement
continues in terms of these atomic commands and the intermediate place. The machine implementing
the compound command is developed from the intermediate place. In the course of the implementation
the two atomic commands must be refined to �skip. Separation is a purely syntactic transformation of
an operation O ≡ P ���r Q. Let § a • T ◦ I the protocol of P ���r Q. Using fresh variables w, separation
replaces ���r by

P �s { a } T ∪ {���keep(a)} • �t Q

where �s , w := v and �t , any pr when gr [v := w] some qr where hr [v := w] do vr := er [v := w] are
two atomic commands that must eventually be refined to �skip. The compound command ���keep(a) that is
included in the tolerance of the intermediate place is defined by ���keep(a) , some u where a[v := u] do v :=
u. We denote the separated command by w/���r.
Remark. We permit that variables not occurring free in gr , hr or er not to be duplicated in the list w so
that in the extreme case w may be empty. In this case ���r is replaced by P T ∪ {���keep(a)} • �t Q.
Note. Convergence of compound events has to be shown before they are separated.
Remark. Separation is similar to the sequential composition rule in [16, Law 8.4]

w, x : [pre, post ] v con X • x : [pre,mid ] ; w, x : [mid [x0 \X], post [x0 \X]]

where mid is a fresh predicate that describes the intermediate behaviour of the program w, x : [pre, post ].
Note, in particular, the use of the fresh logical constants X. Separation introduces fresh variables X
that are assigned in the first command and used in the second command. They cannot be modified by
tolerance, thus, remain constant. Note also, that the machine resulting from separation is similar to the
initial machines used in [2] for sequential program development.

Example NL2. We separate “fact”, introducing a fresh variable m. Let

m/���fac ≡ { pr } �sf { qr } �tol, ���keep(@pr) • �ef { pr }

where �sf , dom := v and �ef , do v := m!. The two atomic commands �sf and �ef must now be refined
to �skip. Thus the computation proper takes place in the new intermediate place { pr }.

6.2 Composition

Complex machines are composed from basic and complex machines by refinement replacing complex
commands S • r by basic sequential machines M . Let P S • r Q basic operation of a machine M . This
basic operation can be refined by a basic sequential machine N , effectively replacing S • r in M by N .
The basic operations O of N satisfy either of the following conditions:

(i) O refines P s P for some s ∈ S, or
(ii) O refines P r Q.

Machine N is composed respecting the order of operations induced by P S • r Q: each path of N has
at most one operation that refines P r Q, each path of N not ending in ∗ has an operation that refines
P r Q. each path of N ending in ∗ does not contain an operation that refines P r Q. The paths of a basic
sequential machine N are defined inductively as follows:

path(P r Q) = {P r Q},

path(P r M) = {P r K | K ∈ path(M)},

path(P ([]mi=1 ri Mi)) =
⋃m

i=1{P ri Ki | Ki ∈ path(Mi)},

path(P ([]mi=1 ri P ) ∗ ([]ni=1 si Ni)) =
⋃m

i=1{P ri P ∗} ∪
⋃n

i=1{P ri Ki | Ki ∈ path(Ni)}.
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We write r ∼ N if N is to replace r. In N we indicate operation refinement by writing s\t where command
s occurs in an operation of N and t is command from the tolerance S or it is the command r to be
replaced. Command names do not need to be unique across the tolerances of all operations of M .

In order to preserve consistency, after replacing r we need to maintain the implications ϕ ⇒ ψ be-
tween the assertions of consecutive places in the complex machine. This is achieved by replacing places
with identically named refinements: if ϕ identifies a place, then @ϕ ∼ a reintroduces the place under
the same name (see [11]). The new place replaces the old place of the same name everywhere in the
complex machine.

Example NL3. We refine m/���fac by replacing �ef by the machine

�ef ∼ { qr } �tol\�tol • �fin\�tol { tf } �skip\�ef { pr }

where �fin , do v := m! and �tf , qr ∧ v = m!. We continue replacing �fin as follows

�fin ∼ { qr } �ini\�tol { rv } (�mul\�tol ∗ [] �fin\�fin { tf })

where �ini , do v, r := 1, 0, �mul , when r < m do v, r := v ∗ (r + 1), r + 1, �fin , when r = m,
rv , qr ∧ 0 ≤ r ∧ r ≤ m ∧ v = r!. We continue replacing atomic commands �ini and �mul,

�ini ∼ { qr } �ini\�ini { rv }

�mul ∼ { rv } �tst\�skip { su } (�add\�skip ∗ [] �mul\�mul { rv })

where �ini , do v, r, u, s := 1, 0, 1, 0, �tst , when r < m, �add , when s < r do u, s := u + v, s + 1,
�mul , when s = r do v, r, s := u, r + 1, 0, su , rv ∧ r < m ∧ u = (s+ 1) ∗ v. Finally,

�sf ∼ { pr } �skip\�sf { qr }
�ini ∼ { qr } �ini\�ini { rv }
�tst ∼ { rv } �tst\�tst { su }
�fin ∼ { rv } �fin\�fin { tf }

where �ini , do v, i, r, u, s := 1, v, 0, 1, 0, �tst , when r < i, �fin , when r = i, @ qr ∼ @qr ∧ v = m,
@ rv ∼ @rv ∧ m = i. Assembling the complex machine and removing duplicate places, we have proved:

{ v ∈ N } skip { ∃m :: v = m }
do v, i, r, u, s := 1, v, 0, 1, 0 { ∃m :: v ∈ N ∧ 0 ≤ r ∧ r ≤ m ∧ v = r! ∧ u = (s+ 1) ∗ v ∧ m = i }
when r < i { ∃m :: v ∈ N ∧ 0 ≤ r ∧ r ≤ m ∧ v = r! ∧ r < m ∧ u = (s+ 1) ∗ v }

when s < r do u, s := u+ v, s+ 1

∗
[] when s = r do v, r, s := u, r + 1, 0

∗
[] when r = i { ∃m :: v ∈ N ∧ v = m! }
skip { v ∈ N }

refines machine “fact”.

7 Concurrency

7.1 Composition

Parallel compositions are introduced into complex machines by replacing a compound command ���r by a
parallel machine ‖ni=1 Oi with Oi ≡ Pi ���si Qi. Let the compound command ���r occur within a basic simple
operation P S • ���r Q of a machine M with protocol §ϕ • T ◦ I. The parallel machine can be introduced
in sequential machine in any place where an operation refining P ���r Q could appear. The following three
conditions must be satisfied:
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(i) the protocol ϕ of P ���r Q must be refined by the protocol ψi of each Oi;
(ii) the protocols ψ1, . . ., ψn are superposable;
(iii) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} each Pi ���ti Qi must refine P ���r Q,
where ���ti ≡ any pr when

∧n
j=1 gsj some qr where

∧n
j=1 hsj do vs i := es i

Remark. The third condition is similar to the condition used for parallel introduction in [12]. It is weaker
as it permits the conjoined effect of O1, . . ., On to be more deterministic. The first two conditions are
similar to customary conditions of rely-guarantee proof rules. The second condition is comparable to
event-model decomposition of Event-B [4].

We assume that parameters of the concrete commands are subsets of the parameters of the abstract
command.
Note. The final places of O1, . . ., On can be strengthened separately. The conjunction of their assertions
must imply the assertion of Q to preserve machine consistency. The strengthening is not done in the
composition step but in later refinements. As a consequence, introducing a parallel composition will
usually focus on protocol superposition.

Example AV2. We begin by replacing ���foo:

���foo ∼ { pp } �set\�skip { dn }({ dl } ���fol\���foo { pp } ‖ { dr } ���for\���foo { pp }) { pp }

where �set , do d := 0, ���fol , some w where w ∈ {0, 1, 2} do v := w, ���for , some w where w ∈
N do v := w, @ dn , @pp ∧ d = 0, @ dl , @pp, @ dr , @dn. The protocol of the left component is
pl , §@pp ∧ d ∈ Z • �tll ◦ �tlr and the protocol for the right component pr , §@pp ∧ d ∈ Z • �tlr ◦ �tll,
where

�tll , do v := 0

�tlr , where d ∈ {0, 1} do v, d := v + 1, d+ 1

Now we can separate each parallel component.

/���fol , { dl } �tll, ���keep(@pl) • �fol { pp }
/���for , { dr } �tlr, ���keep(@pr) • �for { pp }

We replace �fol:

�fol ∼ { dl } �sze\�tll { ql } �skip\�fol { pp }

where �sze , do v := 0 and @ ql , @dl ∧ v ∈ {0, 1, 2} ∧ v ≤ d. And we replace �for:

�for ∼ { dr } �vpa\�tlr { da } �vpb\�tlr { db } �skip\�for { pp }

where �vpa , do v, d := v + 1, d + 1, �vpa , vpa, @ da , @pp ∧ d = 1, @ db , @pp. The problem
that remains is to remove the auxiliary variable d. We do this by dropping the interference conditions and
proving further refinements in the Owicki/Gries method.

7.2 Exposure

In the specification method there are methods for removing auxiliary variables, e.g., [5] or for rely-
guarantee, e.g, [20]. If we were to continue in a refinement setting, we would now have to introduce
assumptions from there components. We would have to expose more and more of the internals of the
different components. The auxiliary variable rule in [20] is based on the assumption that at some point
(the moment of the composition) all components are known. We use the same assumption but for drop-
ping the interference conditions exposing all internals of the other components. Now interference proofs
have to be carried out in the Owicki/Gries method. Sticking to protocols would complicate the verification
proof unnecessarily. Note, that we have already achieve what rely-guarantee was intended to achieve:
Our verification will not fail late because of unconsidered interference proofs. We have profited maximally
from compositionally at this point but now we do not need it anymore.

Example AV3. We drop the protocols pl and pr. We refine all commands removing d. All required proofs
are trivial.
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CS:
〈σ, P L〉 → 〈σ, L〉

CP:
〈σ, (‖ni=1 P ) L〉 → 〈σ, L〉

TT:
〈σ, L〉 → 〈σ, L〉

NO:
�s ∈ S (σ, τ) ∈ [[�s]]

〈σ, P S • r Q〉 → 〈τ, P S • r Q〉
PG:

(σ, τ) ∈ [[�r]]
〈σ, P S • �r Q〉 → 〈τ,Q〉

SQ:
〈σ,M〉 → 〈τ,N〉
〈σ,M L〉 → 〈τ,N L〉

CD:
σ ∈ dom([[ri]])

〈σ, P ([]mi=1 Ri • ri Mi)〉 → 〈σ, P ri Mi〉
PA:

〈σ,Mi〉 → 〈τ,Ni〉 ∀ j : j 6= i :Mj ≡ Nj

〈σ, ‖ni=1 Mi〉 → 〈τ, ‖ni=1 Ni〉

LP:
σ ∈ dom(

⋃m
i=1 [[ri]])

〈σ, P ([]mi=1 Ri • ri Mi) ∗ ([]ni=1 Si • si Ni)〉 → 〈σ, P ([]mi=1 Ri • ri Mi) ([]
m
i=1 Ri • ri Mi) ∗ ([]ni=1 Si • si Ni)〉

EX:
σ ∈ dom(

⋃n
i=1 [[si]])

〈σ, P ([]mi=1 Ri • ri Mi) ∗ ([]ni=1 Si • si Ni)〉 → 〈σ, P ([]ni=1 Si • si Ni)〉

RP:
env(���r) = Q �t ≡ any pr when gr [v := σ] some qr where hr [v := σ] ∧ vr = e[v := σ]

〈σ, P R • ���r R〉 → 〈σ,Q �t R〉

IN:
�r ∈ int(P ) (σ, τ) ∈ [[�r]]

〈σ, P 〉 → 〈τ, P 〉

Figure 5: Transition rules of the operational semantics of machines

8 Operational semantics

A configuration is a pair 〈σ,M〉 consisting of a state σ, a predicate ϕ and a machine M . Let [[ϕ]] be the
set

[[ϕ]] = {v | ∃ z :: ϕ}

where z are the free variables of ∃ v :: ϕ. A configuration 〈σ,M〉 is called consistent if σ ∈ [[ϑ]], where
ϑ = ϕ if M = {ϕ }T L and ϑ =

∧n
i=1 ϕi if M = ‖ni=1 {ϕi }Ti Li. Let [[r]] be the relation

[[r]] = {v 7→ w | ∃ pr :: gr ∧ ∃ qr :: hr ∧ w = er+},

where er+ is er extended to match the alphabet {v}. A configuration of the shape 〈σ, P 〉 is called final.
Verifying consistency of a machine M we establish that beginning in a consistent configuration all

successor configuration are consistent. By showing feasibility of atomic commands �r we ensure that [[�r]]
is not empty in transition rule PG.

Separation establishes that the atomic command �t of transition rule RP will match transition rule TT:
because the atomic command �t introduced by separation is eventually refined to �skip. This behaviour
must already be possible for the atomic command �t of transition rule RP. The atomic command �s intro-
duced by separation plays the role of recording the initial state σ of transition rule RP.

Sequential refinement of an operation P R•r Q replacesR•r by a machineX with the final placesQ1,
. . ., Qn preceded all other places P1, . . ., Pm. All operations in X of the form Pi t Pj refine r’s tolerance
R or �skip, operations of the form Pi �s Qj refine r. For �s and atomic commands �t this corresponds to
the behaviour of P �r Q described by NO, PG and TT in the abstraction. For compound commands ���t
by transition rule RP this corresponds to the behaviour NO with respect to P R • r Q in the abstraction.
Consistency of X is established by simulation. Whenever CD, LP or EX apply to a configuration of X,
transition rule TT matches this for P R • r Q.

Parallel refinement of an operation P ���r Q introduces n parallel compound commands that con-
joinedly refine ���r. The tolerance of the components are composed of refinements of the tolerance of ���r.
Interference is introduced that refines the tolerance and interference of P ���r Q or �skip. Interference of
P ���r Q is preserved. Consistency is treated by means of superposition. Superposition corresponds to
considering parallel components separately using transition rule IN. The components can be composed,
for example, using the approach of [19] such that PA applies for the parallel composition. Using this ap-
proach interference of one component is matched with tolerance and operations of another. Consistency
is ensured because interference is an abstraction of tolerance (and operations). Exposure is only used
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for parallel compositions but not for separate components. The interference is removed at the parallel
composition where it was introduced and everywhere inside it. Consistency of configurations obtained
from applying PA is established by considering tolerance (and operations) directly.
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